We are hiring!
Manager - Resource Planning.

You will be working on

Within the Corporate Responsibility & Sustainability team, you will be responsible for the implementation of the Sustainable Forest Management systems. You will be heading a team of about seventy people of varied profiles. You will work closely with other members of the Resource Planning department to provide ongoing management and analysis of inventory across the concessions. Your key responsibilities include managing the work of teams of field foresters and supervise data processing and the development of complex computer tools.

Responsibilities

Ensure accuracy, integrity & timely delivery of Resource inventory data.
Technical lead of field personnel for inventory related questions and issues.
Provide data analysis to support inventory related research and reporting to production & Management
Data reports for both internal & external use
Budget control assistance to Head of the Department

Duties

Provide expert guidance & support for all forest management & operational planning of harvesting
Develop and ensure the implementation of innovative solutions for Reduced-impact logging
Supervise the inventory, processing and archiving teams of forest inventory data
Serve as the focal point for environmentally friendly management operations and share information with harvesting teams, industries, social teams and other relevant staff
Supporting scientific research projects carried out in our forest concessions by external partners

Location

You will be based out or Pokola, in the Republic of the Congo

What are we looking for

A passion for landscape management
Ability to manage and motivate a team in a unique socio-cultural context
Deep understanding of GIS software (QGIS, ArcGIS), knowledge of Python’s syntax is a plus
Ability to set up & maintain internal monitoring tools, using statistical processing tools like R
An open mind, able to develop innovative projects and envisage large-scale solutions
Ability to work independently under challenging working conditions

If you think you are suitable for this role, send your Resume to ashish.malik@olamnet.com and vincent.istace@olamnet.com Come on and join our team in the Republic of Congo!